Digital solutions that make sense.
Increase the efficiency of your organization
with custom-built software solutions.

“We have a great relationship with the team and

share a philosophy of not adding extra processes
where there don’t need to be.”

Eliot Benzecrit, Founder & Director of Avvoka

Prior to our partnership, Avvoka was working with a team of junior
developers who had built an MVP of a documentation tool which could

The
challenge

template contracts using intuitive automation tools. However, the team
did not have the necessary experience for scaling the product for its
commercial use. This is when we came into the picture with our expertise
in building complex web applications and systems.

First and foremost, it was important to go through the discovery & design
phase of the project, to identify critical parts of the development. Once
the path was clear, we assigned a team of our experienced developers
with a task to design and implement a whole new structure of related automation processes to build Avvoka into a product ready for commercial use.

The
solution

The goal was to create and deliver a bespoke solution that would suit the
customer’s needs while keeping its main ideas. Iterating the product after
continuous and fast-coming client feedback was challenging, but through
direct, live and frequent communication with the assigned team, we were
able to enhance the software accordingly and fast.
Keeping things simple and avoiding unnecessary processes proved to be
the right philosophy. The first commercially-viable version of Avvoka was
ready in just 4 months after the start of our partnership.

The solution exceeded originally demanded capabilities and we collaborate
with Avvoka extensively to this day. All the goals that have been set out
at the start of our partnership have been accomplished.

Results

The documentation tool is now fully available and offers all of the
features which were originally designed for it. Avvoka is now setting up
their technical team and we are more than happy to support, advise and
supplement the expertise we have proved ourselves for.
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About TIMEPRESS
We are a team of experienced professionals, software engineers, innovators and strategists who solve your most significant
challenges. Since 2009 we have been specialising in the Ruby on Rails, fast and powerful programming language, used to design
and implement effective software solutions.
Every single solution we create is aimed at a specific issue. We like to keep things simple and offer the most straightforward
solutions. We do not focus on a specific industry, our experience comes from a wide variety of projects. The solutions we
create are unique, bespoke and applicable to every client's tailored needs.

What we offer

A free demo in 14 days

Proven return on

Direct communication

Professional support

investment in 6-24 months

with the lead developer

after delivery of the project

About Avvoka
Avvoka is an end-to-end contract automation tool, which helps customers rapidly build sophisticated legal document templates,
allowing them to leverage a questionnaire-based interface to assemble the relevant document. It allows live document negotiation which ensures audited, fast draft-trading before reaching execution. The tool enables users to draw deep insights from the
contract portfolios.
Avvoka is currently working for clients such as Allen & Overy, WarnerMedia, Carlsberg and others.
To create the most effective workflow, Avvoka integrates these main tools:
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Avvoka documentation tool – templating

We‘ve built templating tools that allow you to quickly and easily automate your documents without being a programmer. For example,
you can create placeholders, which will be then turned into a questionnaire.

With just a few clicks, a filled up questionnaire will generate the first draft. If you‘ve been using Excel beforehand, you can easily
upload the data there. Continuity of your work shouldn‘t be affected by a new software. No matter if it‘s Avvoka or a custom-built
solution from TIMEPRESS.
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Avvoka documentation tool – live negotiating

Cooperation online is a necessity nowadays. Therefore all our solutions allow that. In Avvoka, the whole team can review and edit
the document in real-time before it is send via the platform to the counterparty.

Since every software has to be reliable, you will always be able to see all the changes and comments made by the counterparty.
You can accept, reject or add new changes in one version, with a full audit trail.
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Avvoka documentation tool – live negotiating

After reaching agreement, you can e-sign using the platform. No unnecesarry manual work for you, no harm to trees.

Data security is our priority. Avvoka doesn‘t use any data storage by a third party, so all your information is safe. And you have an
easy acces to everything in one place.
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Avvoka documentation tool – performance monitoring

Once you have all the data in a system, it‘s easy to analyse them. In Avvoka, for example, the system‘s analytics tool tracks document
statistics and negotiation performance. That means you can check, besides other things, how many documents were created, sent
or signed, and by whom.
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Office Q, 35A Astbury Road,
London, England, SE15 2NL
Jean Pierre Schemel
+44 7495 930836
jp. schemel@timepress.co.uk
www.timepress.co.uk

